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CONTAINER
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Training container planners in South 
African ports
Thomas Gondermann, HPTI Hamburg Port Training Institute GmbH, Hamburg, Germany

Introduction
Past years have seen a massive enhancement of port container 
facilities, propelled by a real or anticipated demand to handle 
growing container volumes. As the container shipping fleet grows 
and ship sizes increase, the pressure is on for terminals to guarantee 
swift vessel turn-around at the quayside. Container vessels are high 
value assets, and vessels moored at the quay or waiting outside the 
harbour do not earn any money for their investors.

Ports and operators have invested massively in container 
terminals to expand ship-to-shore capacities by developing new 
facilities, expanding existing terminals or upgrading equipment 
and TOS software. Container terminal contracts also regulate 
the service level; for example, in terms of hourly moves, number 
of cranes deployed or departure times. Consequently, today 
the significance of efficiency equals, in many cases, a container 
terminal’s handling costs. 

In this way, the service level has become one of the key 
factors of a container terminal’s competitiveness with other 
facilities. Therefore, the close monitoring of performance indica-
tors becomes more and more important for container terminal 
operators. Liner operators keep a close eye on operations reports, 
which are included in information exchanged between ter-minal 
and vessel before sailing. 

When technological innovations increase yard density and 
speed up handling time, the orches-tration and management of 
operations is crucial. A handful of planners and dispatchers plan, 
prepare and control the operations of the terminal. They work on 
the basis of stowplans, prestows from central planners, bookings 
and sailing lists. 

However, what looks feasible in the broad picture gains 
overwhelming complexity on the infinitesimal level of the individual 
container – with thousands of moves each influencing each other 
and, consequently, affecting the terminal’s productivity. Mastering 
this complexity is only possible with a TOS – but this is only half the 
battle. The TOS is only an interface between the terminal and the 
planner. An efficient management of the terminal depends on the 
planner’s understanding of the terminal and of the shipping industry.

Improving efficiency through training in 
South Africa
The major operator in South African ports is Transnet Port Terminals 
(TPT), a division of Transnet, the nationwide logistics infrastructure 
supplier and operator. TPT operates container terminals in Durban, 
Cape Town and Ngqura. The Durban Container Terminal (DCT) is 
the largest and most important container terminal in southern Africa 
with an annual throughput of 2.5 million TEU (2009). 

As demands and forecasts by far exceeded available capacities, 
TPT decided in 2002 to build a new container terminal in 
the new port of Ngqura, near Port Elizabeth, and to dedicate a 
general cargo terminal at Durban Pier 1 to container handling. 
Both facilities are equipped with Liebherr post-Panamax gantry 
cranes and a RTG system. TPT also decided to succes-sively 
equip all of their seaport container terminals and some inland 
container facilities with Zebra Enterprise Solutions’ Sparcs N4, a 
TOS with a new web-based container data system installed. 

For the two facilities in Durban and Ngqura, staff had been 
recruited internally and externally. In both cases, the future 
workforce was hardly or not at all familiar with container 
handling. The situation required staff training in order to guarantee 
smooth operations and a reliable performance level right from 
the start. This was crucial: Liner operators always risk delays when 
calling at an inexperienced and yet unproven terminal. 

The training of future terminal staff had been arranged for 
equipment drivers, first of all ship-to-shore crane drivers, and 
then for the terminal planners and dispatchers. Hamburg Port 
Training Institute (HPTI) delivered the latter. HPTI had 
designed a training programme for container planners consisting 
of modules that can be combined to create training courses for 
different specialisations of container planning. Germanischer 
Lloyd (GL), an international certification body for the maritime 
industry, certified the quality and the applicability of the course.

With this modular programme, HPTI trained the key 
competencies required for the demand-ing and responsible 
positions of planners and dispatchers. Although planners for ship, 
yard and rail operations, on the one hand, must be distinguished 
from traffic controllers on the other, TPT requested their trainees 
be multi-skilled so that job rotation could be possible from the 
beginning. TPT anticipated that a comprehensive understanding 
of all planning responsi-bilities increases not only flexibility, but 
is also beneficial for operations – by understanding how their 
actions might impair operations beyond their own reach, the 
planners are able to work with due caution and awareness. 

Without sufficient understanding of container shipping and 
terminal operations, export con-tainers, for example, are often not 
properly distributed in the yard. Only considering the short-est 
distances to the quay, planners often jam containers for one vessel 
in the export blocks, to the extent that loading procedures are not 
accelerated but delayed because of congestions in the yard. 

Failing to understand the importance of weight classes often 
leads to shuffling in the yard blocks while loading the vessel, 
which br ings down yard and even quayside productivity. 
In-sufficient understanding of container shipping operations also 
leads to low productivity on the import side of a terminal. 

Trainees get to grips with the container planning software.
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Grouping containers at discharge alleviates the problem of 
excessive equipment travelling, for example, with RTGs; however, this 
requires knowledge of the market, consignees, trucking companies 
and so on. Planners have to consider equipment movement and 
many other factors in order to plan yard and quayside operations 
successfully, so their correct training is the basis for the sufficient 
utilisation of the terminal’s equipment and control system. 

The training course
Training was accomplished in six-week blocks, in 2007 for the staff 
of the Durban Pier 1 ter-minal, in 2009 for the staff of the Ngqura 
terminal and again for Durban terminal staff in 2009. In total, some 
50 participants were trained by HPTI. HPTI’s training philosophy 
stipulates three stages: theory, practical exercises and application. 
Container planners were able to familiarise themselves with their 
future system, during the application stage of their training. 

The course consisted of six modules. A general introduction to 
the shipping industry shed light on the operational and business 
design of the terminals’ major clients, and how terminals function 
within global supply chains. Special attention was directed towards 
schedules and vessel rotations and their relation to stowage plans. 
This was followed by a comprehensive introduction to the 
requirements and container specification for dangerous goods. 

After these initial modules, trainees were introduced to the 
fundamentals and practice of con-tainer planning, by tracing 
containers’ flow through the terminal in both directions, import 
and export. Basic understanding of the bay-row-tier system 
had to be learnt and understood, as well as segregation rules for 
IMDG containers or weight distribution onboard a vessel. 

Complemented by an introduction to vessel stability and 
strength criteria, planning discharge and load procedures was 
learnt. Starting first with paper-based exercises, the complexity 
was incrementally raised by introducing factors that must be 
considered while planning container stowage: Transhipments or 
reefer containers, born 20’ slots in 40’ bays on board, twin-lift 
operations or late arrivals. The same process was applied to training 
in yard operations plan-ning. Starting from the distribution of a 
handful of containers within a block, according to their respective 
discharge ports, the level of complexity was enhanced by 
introducing factors such as weight classes or highcube boxes. 

In the next stage, trainees learned how to integrate these 
planning tasks. EDI files, booking lists and other elements 
demonstrated the complexity of the task. Planning the 
deployment of equipment and dispatching individual container 
handling jobs followed, in order to highlight the aspects of 
performance and productivity. 

The final module of training transferred the skills learnt in 
these practical exercises to the real-world use of the TOS. This 
transfer was not only important because trainees were able to get 
acquainted with their future work environment; it also showed 
how the interaction between planner, equipment and container was 
structured by the system. They further understood how the stowage 
and stacking rules they had learnt in theory are implemented in the 
semi-automatic features and functionalities of the TOS. 

The Pier 1 container terminal started operations in April 2007; 
in Ngqura, the first box was discharged in October 2009. Both 
container terminals are now operating in full swing. HPTI’s training 
services to TPT contributed to the success of these new container-
handling facilities in South Africa, and the training scheme will now 
be the model for future container terminal projects. 

Conclusion
Any system of terminal technology is only as good as the 
workforce who know how to use it efficiently. Today, skilful and 
versed planners are the key to a container terminal’s productiv-ity. 
The degree to which these planners understand their job limits 
the degree to which the tremendous investments in the terminal 
will generate revenues. Where experienced staff are not available, 
comprehensive and task-oriented training is one way to avoid a 
shortage of this crucial human resource.

HPTI’s modular training for container planners thus contributes 
to the terminal’s productivity and profitability. It takes into 
account that terminals naturally have limited personnel re-sources; 
therefore training services are highly flexible and range from 
standard seminar for-mats to three shift coaching on the job. For 
the future, HPTI also offers workshops for con-tainer terminal 
managers on quality control systems, which cover implementation 
and inter-pretation of KPIs and reporting systems. 

The trainees head on site to the Port of Durban to put theory into practice.

Module 1: Module 2: Module 3:
Container shipping Hazardous materials, Container 
industry Env. protection specifications

Module 4: Module 5: Module 6:
Terminal: systems, Vessel: stability, TOS: usage, 
stow, traffic stow, operations setting, efficiency

An overview of HPTi's six-week  
TerminAl oPerATions TrAining course
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